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ABSTRACT: One of the critical problems for understanding the dynamics of Earth’s 
radiation belts is determining the physical processes that energize and scatter relativistic 
electrons. We review measurements from the Wind/Waves and STEREO S/Waves 
waveform capture instruments of large amplitude whistler-mode waves. These 
observations have provided strong evidence that large amplitude (100s mV/m) whistler-
mode waves are common during magnetically active periods. The large amplitude 
whistlers have characteristics that are different from typical chorus. They are usually non-
dispersive and obliquely propagating, with a large longitudinal electric field and 
significant parallel electric field. We will also review comparisons of STEREO and Wind 
wave observations with SAMPEX observations of electron microbursts. Simulations 
show that the waves can result in energization by many MeV and/or scattering by large 
angles during a single wave packet encounter due to coherent, nonlinear processes 
including trapping. The experimental observations combined with simulations suggest 
that quasilinear theoretical models of electron energization and scattering via small-
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amplitude waves, with timescales of hours to days, may be inadequate for understanding 
radiation belt dynamics.  
I. Introduction 
 The importance of whistler-mode waves for understanding the Earth’s radiation 
belts has been a subject of continuing interest since the initial work by Kennel and 
Petschek (1966) that examined limits on stably trapped fluxes due interaction of resonant 
electrons with whistler waves.  Most of the early work focused on whistler-mode waves 
as a loss mechanism, due to scattering into the loss cone, and dealt primarily waves with 
wave vectors parallel to the geomagnetic field (k⎜⎜).  Later work recognized the 
potentially important role for whistlers in energization of electrons (Summers et al., 1998; 
Roth et al., 1999; Meredith et al., 2001; and references therein) and the effect of oblique 
propagation on the resonance conditions (Kennel, 1966; Roth et al., 1999). Because 
observational studies of whistler waves using spectral data, often averaged over long 
periods, suggested that wave amplitudes were small (the order of ~0.1 mV/m or  ~.01 
nT), quasi-linear approaches predominated. There were several studies (Bell, 1984; 
Omura and Matsumoto, 1982; Roth et al., 1999; Albert, 2002) that examined coherent 
acceleration via small amplitude whistlers and/or the effect of waves with wave vectors 
oblique to the geomagnetic field.  In part motivated by the CRRES observations and 
renewed interest in the radiation belts, there have been numerous theoretical studies of 
scattering and energization of radiation belt particles via whistler waves, primarily 
focusing on quasi-linear approaches (see reviews by Millan and Thorne, 2007; Friedel et 
al, 2002; Bortnik and Thorne, 2007). 
Because whistler observational studies have primarily used frequency domain 
data, often with low time resolution, large amplitude short-lived wave packets could be 
missed. Studies utilizing Cluster waveform data [Santolik et al., 2003] provided the first 
indication that wave amplitudes could at times be much larger (30 mV/m) than usually 
assumed. The four-satellite Cluster mission has also provided unique opportunities to 
investigate propagation effects, source locations and frequency structure of wave packets 
(Parrot et al., 2003; Chum et al., 2007; Santolik, 2008; Breneman et al., 2009; and 
references therein). Several new studies motivated by the Cluster 30 mV/m observation 
found nonlinear acceleration/trapping for parallel propagating waves (Omura et al., 
2007).  With the addition of large amplitude wave observations from STEREO (Cattell et 
al., 2008) and THEMIS (Cully et al., 2008), recent years have seen an explosion of 
studies focusing on nonlinear processes that address many aspects of whistler-mode 
waves in the radiation belts, including wave generation mechanisms, propagation, 
electron energization and wave packet structure (Bortnik et al., 2008; Yoon, 2011, Ni et 
al., 2011; Omura and Nun, 2011).  
 In this paper, we review observations of large amplitude whistler-mode waves 
made by waveform capture instruments on the Wind and STEREO spacecraft in the 
Earth’s radiation belts. Comparisons with simultaneous measurements of relativistic 
electrons from the SAMPEX HILT instrument are presented to address the origin of 
microbursts. Particle tracing simulations of the large amplitude waves provide evidence 
that both energization and large angle scattering can occur in a single wave encounter. 
Other results on wave properties are briefly summarized. We show that large amplitude 
whistler-waves are common (Wilson et al., 2011a, 2011b; Kellogg et al., 2011) and are 
correlated with microbursts (Cattell et al., 2008; Kersten et al., 2011). The electric field 
waveforms show evidence of electron trapping in the electric potential (Kellogg et al., 
2010). The waves also have characteristics that are different from traditional ‘chorus.’ 
Note that large amplitude whistlers have also been observed in the inner belts in 
association with lightning and strong transmitters (Breneman et al., 2011; 2012). 
 
II. STEREO and Wind Events 
 
  Although neither Wind nor STEREO was designed to study the earth’s radiation 
belts, these spacecraft did have thirteen (Wind) and four (on each of the two STEREO 
satellites) passages through the belts. Both Wind/Waves (Bougeret et al., 1995) and 
S/Waves (Bougeret et al., 2008) had waveform capture instruments (called ‘TDS’ or 
time-domain sampler) designed to store and transmit the largest amplitude waves 
observed in a given time period, consistent with data rate allocation.  S/Waves also stores 
the largest amplitude electric field observed in each minute (TDSMax) to provide 
additional diagnostics on wave amplitudes. The data sets obtained by the two missions 
are complementary; Wind had both search coil and electric field data, while STEREO 
had longer and more frequent TDS samples and the TDSMax measurement.  
 
A. Large amplitude whistler-mode waves are common 
 
 An example of a near-equatorial (magnetic latitude ~3°) large amplitude whistler-
mode waveform obtained by Wind at L~4 and  MLT~2.5 is presented in Figure 1, which 
plots the one measured component of the magnetic field and the three components of the 
electric field in spacecraft coordinates. The waveform was bursty with a maximum 
magnetic field amplitude of >8 nT, peak to peak (to our knowledge the largest ever 
reported in the radiation belt), and electric field amplitude of  >200 mV/m. The frequency 
was ~0.15 fce, the electron cyclotron frequency. These amplitudes are two to three orders 
of magnitude larger than those that have typically been reported in the radiation belt, 
based on frequency domain (filter bank) data. The estimated Poynting flux for this event 
was >300 µW/m2 (Wilson et al., 2011b) roughly four orders of magnitude above 
estimates from previous satellite measurements (Santolik et al., 2010). Note that because 
Wind obtained only one component of the search coil measurement in this mode, this is a 
lower bound on both the magnetic perturbation and the energy flux.  
 That such large amplitude waves are common is demonstrated by the fact that 
every satellite sampling the radiation belts with an appropriate ‘waveform capture’ 
instrument observes large amplitude whistlers during intervals with substorms or other 
active periods. Usually if one ‘event’ is seen, others are seen at the maximum repetition 
rate allowed by the instrument electronics and satellite data rate. Illustrative examples are 
shown in Figures 2 and 3.  Figure 2 (Wilson et al., 2011b) presents an overview of a 
Wind traversal of the magnetosphere on 11/13/98; the top panel shows the power in the 
electric field from the Waves/TNR with fce overplotted in black and the upper hybrid 
frequency, fuh, in white; the second panel plots the magnitude and the three GSM 
components of the magnetic field (Lepping et al., 1995); the next two panels plot the 
energetic electron (labeled ‘SST Foil’) and ion (labeled ‘SST Open’) fluxes (Lin et al., 
1995). During six minutes from 18:15:08- 18:21:17 UT in the post-midnight outer 
radiation belt, Wind obtained 14 waveform captures containing whister-mode waves (11 
TDS-Fast with 3 electric field components and 3 TDS-Slow with either one or three 
magnetic field components), indicated by the vertical black lines. All 14 had wave 
electric fields >100 mV/m and all 3 TDS-Slows had dB> 4 nT.  Note that there were also 
four large amplitude whistler waveforms seen on the evening side outer belt between 
~16:24:42 and 16:44:40). 
A similar interval of large amplitude whistler-mode waves can be seen in Figure 
3. The left-hand panels plot five hours of data as STEREO encountered the radiation 
belts; the top panel shows the energetic electron fluxes at five energies from ~250 keV to 
4 MeV observed on STEREO-B, the middle panel shows the power in the electric field 
from 2.5 kHz to 60 kHz (the black line indicates the value of fce ) on STEREO-B, and the 
bottom panel shows the peak electric field in one dipole channel seen in each minute by 
the TDS peak detector (sampled at 125 kHz) on STEREO-A (red) and STEREO-B (blue).  
Not that the STEREO-A data have been time-lagged by the 1.4 hour difference between 
the two satellite orbits. It can be seen that the large amplitude waves observed on 
STEREO-B occurred just after a substorm injection (lower panel right-hand side). In 
contrast, no large amplitude waves were observed during the STEREO-A passage 
through the same L-shells ~1.4 hours earlier, before the substorm onset and electron 
injection. During the traversal of the morning-side outer belt on STEREO-B, large 
amplitude waves at ~0.2 fce were observed for ~20 minutes as indicated by the electric 
field spectrum and the peak detector. Note that the peak detector saturated during several 
minutes in the region of interest on STEREO-B. During ~ 4 minutes (11:20:21-11:24:26), 
there were 24 0.5s duration waveform captures; 87% had electric field amplitudes >100 
mV/m with maximum amplitudes >240 mV/m (Cattell et al., 2008). Two examples are 
shown in the upper right-hand panels. 
 Consistent with previous research on the association of chorus with magnetic 
activity (Tsurutani and Smith, 1974), the Wind and STEREO studies (Cattell et al., 2008; 
Wilson et al., 2011a, 2011b; and Kellogg et al., 2011) indicate that the large amplitude 
waves occur during intervals of geomagnetic activity. Wilson et al. (2011b) found that 
almost all the whistler events were associated with geosynchronous injections. Wilson et 
al. (2011a) showed that  ~70% of the observed large whistlers occurred when AE>200 nT 
and that the amplitudes were weakly correlated with AE (their Figure 3).  An analysis of 
THEMIS chorus events also shows that the wave amplitude increases with AE (Li et al., 
2009). 
 Wilson et al. (2011a) examined the electron distributions from the Wind 3DP 
EESA detectors (Lin et al., 1995) observed in association with large amplitude whistler 
wave events. Note that the particle distributions were obtained in ~3 seconds, whereas the 
waveform captures typically had durations of  ~0.25 s with wave packet durations on the 
order of ~0.1 s. Because the Wind particle detectors were not designed for radiation belt 
conditions, the higher energy SST detectors often saturated in the radiation belts, at least 
at some energies (see bottom panels of Figure 2).  Essentially all the whistler wave 
packets that occurred within the radiation belts with associated with anisotropic electron 
distributions (T ⊥/T|| > 1 for energies from ∼400 eV to ≥30 keV ).  Using the distributions 
observed during several events that occurred close to the magnetic equator as input to a 
warm plasma dispersion solver,  Kellogg et al. (2011)  found that the plasma was 
unstable to an oblique whistler-mode wave. The regions of unstable growth did not, 
however, match all the observed wave characteristics. Possible explanations are that the 
waves were generated elsewhere or that the characteristics of the distributions changed 
over the measurement interval. 
 
B. Characteristics of waves usually different from typical chorus 
 
Whistler-mode waves observed in the radiation belts have usually been identified 
as chorus, lightning-associated whistlers and hiss. Chorus occurs in two bands, above and 
below 0.5 fce. Lower band chorus is dispersive with rising tones most commonly seen and 
propagation angles close to parallel to the geomagnetic field (<~10 degrees) (Goldstein 
and Tsurutani, 1984; Hayakawa et al., 1984). It should be noted that there are some 
reports of chorus propagating at larger angles (Breneman et al., 2009; Santolik et al., 
2009). In contrast, most of the large amplitude whistlers observed by STEREO and Wind 
propagate obliquely and are usually not dispersive over the time-scale of the waveform 
capture. This suggests that the observed large amplitude may be a different phenomenon 
than chorus. The detailed data set that will be obtained from the Radiation Belt Storm 
Probes mission may solve this question. 
 Statistical studies of the observed large amplitude whistler-mode waves observed 
by Wind inside 15 Re have been described by Wilson et al. (2011a, 2011b) and Kellogg 
et al. (2011).  Wilson et al. found that ~90% of the large whistlers occurred in the 
radiation belts and ~70% during active times. Almost all are in the lower band, i.e. have 
frequencies at peak power below 0.5 fce. Only a few (~20%) of the observed wave 
packets show the frequency changes with time that are typical of chorus (Wilson et al., 
2011b). Kellogg et al. (2011) shows one example of a waveform that does have a rise in 
frequency with time (their Figure 2). No dispersion was seen in any of the twenty-four 
12/12/2006 STEREO waveforms.   An example is shown in Figure 4; the waveforms are 
on the left-hand side and the Fourier transforms are on the right. It can be seen that the 
frequency is constant throughout the packet. Note that the second harmonic is a signature 
of electron trapping to be discussed below. 
The Wind waveform samples had durations of ~17 ms to ~1000 ms (typically 
~250 ms) and the STEREO ones had durations of ~520 ms. Although dispersion could 
have occurred over longer intervals, this is unlikely given that the durations of individual 
whistler packets were usually the order of tenths of a second. In addition, studies of 
chorus risers (Santolik et al., 2003; Breneman et al., 2009) have indicated that the 
frequency changes occur on time-scales that would be observable in the Wind and 
STEREO TDS.  
Figure 5 shows a Wind waveform in minimum variance coordinates for one event 
when vector wave magnetic field was transmitted; the panels on the left plot the time 
series of the three components and the panels on the right present the hodograms. The 
expected right-hand polarization is clear in the upper hodogram, and the wavevector, k, 
was 44° to the geomagnetic field.  Of the 46 events for which three components of the 
wave magnetic field were obtained,  35% had  a propagation angle greater than 20°.  Note 
that most of the waveform samples on both Wind and STEREO were close to the equator 
and that Wilson et al. (2011a) found no correlation between the propagation angle and 
magnetic latitude. It is therefore unlikely that the oblique propagation is due only to 
propagation effects. 
Kellogg et al. (2010) described an alternative approach to determining the 
direction of wave vector for waveforms that show the distortion that is consistent with 
electron trapping in the electrostatic potential. The electric field of the trapped layer of 
electrons must be parallel to k. For the 24 STEREO TDS in the outer belt on 12/12/2006, 
the average angle between k and B varied from ~ 46 to 51 deg, consistent with angles 
determined from the electric field polarization and the cold plasma dispersion relation. 
 
C. Waves are associated with microbursts 
 
For more than twenty years, observations of ‘microbursts,’ short bursts of 
relativistic electrons, have been seen by balloon detectors or low altitude satellites 
imaging the loss cone [Blake et al., 1996; Millan and Thorne, 2007, Millan et al., 2011 
for review]. Although electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves [Thorne and Kennel, 1971; 
Alpert and Bortnik, 2009] are often proposed to provide the scattering, no good 
explanation has yet been presented that can account for all the observed phenomenology. 
Lorentzen et al. (2001) provided evidence that suggested that oblique chorus could 
provide the needed scattering.  
 There was a fortuitous conjunction between SAMPEX and STEREO during the 
intervals when both STEREO-A and STEREO-B encountered the radiation belts on 
December 12, 2006 (Cattell et al., 2008).  Figure 6 (Kersten et al., 2011) summarizes the 
wave and microburst observations; the top plot in both panels A and B shows the counts 
in the SAMPEX HILT detector (Blake et al., 1996) with the L-shells of both satellites 
overplotted and the bottom plot (TDSMax) shows the value of the maximum wave 
electric field in each minute; panel C shows an expanded interval of the relativistic 
electron counts in HILT; and panel D shows one of the STEREO-B waveform captures.   
As described above, no large amplitude waves occurred during the STEREO-A passage, 
which occurred when the magnetic activity was low. Panel A shows that there was no 
microburst activity observed by SAMPEX during the STEREO-A traversal of the 
radiation belt. During the STEREO-B encounter, intense microbursts occurred (top plot 
in panel B) in conjunction with large amplitude waves. The time variations in the 
microbursts  (panel C) are similar to those seen in the waves (panel D).  
 Near conjunctions between SAMPEX and Wind have been studied (Kersten et al., 
2011) to further explore the relationship between relativistic electron loss and waves. 
Figure 7 presents an example that occurred on November 13, 1998. Intense microbursts 
are visible in the four minutes of relativistic electron count rates plotted in the upper 
panel. During this time period, Wind Waves observed large amplitude whistler mode 
waves; one example waveform is plotted in the bottom panel. 
 The observed correlation between large amplitude whistler-mode waves and 
microbursts is consistent with results of a particle-tracing code that traces electrons in a 
dipole magnetic field with whistler wave with characteristics based on the observations. 
Results show that resonant electrons can be scattered by very large angles in a single 
wave encounter (Cattell et al., 2008; Kersten et al., 2011). 
 
III. Discussion and Conclusions 
 
We have briefly reviewed a set of studies using Wind and STEREO data to 
characterize the occurrence and properties of whistler-mode waves in the outer radiation 
belt and the association with relativistic electron microbursts as seen on SAMPEX. The 
results of particle tracing codes modeling the interaction of electrons with waves similar 
to those observed show that these large amplitude, oblique waves can energize resonant 
electrons by the order of MeV during single wave packet encounter and/or scatter 
electrons by large angles. Energization and scattering are not due to slow quasi-linear, 
stochastic processes. The process is non-linear, associated with either or both cyclotron 
wave trapping and Landau resonance, resulting in rapid changes in pitch angle and 
energy. This suggests that usual theoretical models of electron energization and scattering 
via small-amplitude waves, with timescales of hours to days, cannot provide a complete 
understanding of radiation belt dynamics.  
Both STEREO and Wind have measured whistler-mode waves in the Earth’s 
radiation belt with amplitudes of greater than 240 mV/m in the electric field and 8 nT in 
the magnetic field, 2 to 3 orders of magnitude larger than previously reported. Wave 
properties distinctly different from usual lower band chorus, including large amplitudes, 
oblique propagation, non-dispersive, large longitudinal electric fields and significant 
electric field components parallel to the geomagnetic field.. Similar large amplitude 
whistler-mode waves have been reported using THEMIS data (Cully et al., 2008). The 
Wind and STEREO data indicate that these coherent large amplitude oblique whistler 
mode waves are common in the outer radiation belt during magnetically active periods. 
During a STEREO B encounter with the outer belt after a substorm, large amplitude 
waves occurred for ~20 minutes, the time taken for the passage through the belt.  
STEREO observations provide evidence that the large amplitude whistlers are 
associated with rapid enhancement (timescale of ~10 minutes) in fluxes of relativistic 
electrons in outer radiation belt (Cattell et al., 2008).  These observations were made 
during a high speed stream and after a small substorm injection, but were not associated 
with a magnetic storm. The waves may be larger during major storms or after stronger 
injections. Waves can scatter electrons by large angles, consistent with the SAMPEX 
microbursts seen during large amplitude wave events when near conjunctive 
measurements were available (Kersten et al., 2011). 
 The interaction of the waves with electrons can be highly nonlinear; both 
electrostatic (Kumagai et al., 1980) and cyclotron trapping of electrons can occur. 
Kellogg et al. (2010, 2011) described the modifications in the whistler electric field 
associated with trapping of electrons in the electric potential of the oblique whistler.  This 
mechanism can only occur in obliquely propagating waves, consistent with the fact that 
the waveform distortion is not seen in large-amplitude parallel or near-parallel 
propagating waves. The density of trapped electrons can be large enough to significantly 
modify the whistler wave electric field. Note that this trapping is distinctly different from 
cyclotron resonance trapping, which can also occur and is associated with the rapid 
energization and scattering seen in both the observations and particle tracing results. 
The STEREO and Wind waveform capture data, in conjunction with SAMPEX 
particle data and simulations, have provided unique measurements that indicate the 
potentially critical role of large amplitude whistler waves. A complete description of 
radiation belt dynamics will involve use of nonlinear mechanisms. Because neither 
mission was designed for radiation belt studies, their coverage of the region is limited. A 
detailed and more complete picture of the waves and their roles in radiation belt 
dynamics will be provided by the Radiation Storm Belt Probes (Ukhorskiy et al., 2011) 
and the BARREL mission (Millan et al., 2011). 
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